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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Sports/Training Watches Garmin.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01

        The user manual for the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Mobile  -  Wearable Tech  -  Sports/Training Watches.
        


        Get detailed GPS/GLONASS mapping and multi-sport tracking capabilities with the epix Watch from Garmin. The epix features a 1.4" color touchscreen display with fingertip pan/swipe access to device functions and all of its detailed maps, including the built-in worldwide shaded relief basemap, which simulates the shadow thrown upon a raised map area. The epix also includes a 1-year BirdsEye Satellite Imagery subscription, which enables you to transfer high-resolution satellite imagery to your device. This epix comes preloaded with Garmin's U.S. TOPO 100K Maps: detailed digital topographic maps based on 1:100,000 scale United States Geological Survey maps. Additionally, the epix is equipped with 8GB of built-in memory, so you can load up on additional maps and services, such as City Navigator and BlueChart g2. 

 The epix features the same EXO antenna technology popularized in Garmin's fenix 3. This stainless steel receiver is integrated into the epix's design and works as a powerful antenna for GPS and GLONASS satellite signals. It is designed to give you better satellite strength and quicker position fix than standalone GPS. Once your first signal fix is acquired, the epix provides a host of navigation features, such as advanced track recording, point-by-point routing, waypoint navigation, and more to help you find your way. 

 In addition to its mapping and navigation functionality, the epix is also a full-featured training and fitness watch. You can use the epix as a step counter and activity tracker, a training device for running, cycling, and swimming, and to record data from your ski and snowboard runs. For advanced fitness data tracking, the epix is compatible with optional Garmin sensors, such as a heart rate monitor, speed/cadence sensor, and more. 

 Because it's an outdoor watch, the epix is designed to be rugged and durable. It features a mineral glass lens and PVD-coated surfaces, so the finish won't wear off and overall wear will be greatly reduced. Depending on the mode it's in, the epix's battery can last from 50 hours up to 16 weeks on a full charge. Additionally, the epix has a certified water rating of 5 ATM, which means it can withstand the atmospheric pressure equivalent to a depth of 164' below water.        
      
	        
        If you own a Garmin sports/training watches and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01:
 	 Touchscreen 	 Yes 
	 Display Size 	 1.4" / 3.6 cm 
	 Display Resolution 	 205 x 148 pixels 
	 GPS 	 Yes 
	 GLONASS 	 Yes 
	 Heart Rate Monitor 	 Yes (optional) 
	 Compass 	 Yes 
	 Memory 	 Built-in 8 GB 
	 Water Rating 	 5 ATM 
	 Battery 	 Rechargeable lithium-ion 
	 Battery Life 	 Up to 50 hours in UltraTrac mode
 Up to 24 hours in GPS training mode
 Up to 16 weeks in watch mode 
	 Dimensions 	 2 x 2 x 0.7" / 5.1 x 5.3 x 1.8 cm 
	 Weight 	 3 oz / 85 g 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 0.75 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 5.1 x 3.8 x 3.6" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new sports/training watches, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Garmin users keep a unique electronic library
        for Garmin sports/training watchess,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the sports/training watches.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Garmin service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Garmin epix GPS/GLONASS Color Mapping and 010-01247-01. User manuals are also
        available on the Garmin website under Mobile  -  Wearable Tech  -  Sports/Training Watches.
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